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Arabian Philatelic Association
c/o Aramco, Box 1929
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Dear Member,

We apologize for the mailing of Random Notes No. 19 and its various
attachments. We bought a very peer quality envelope, and what was worse,
it was oversize—it simply fell apart in the mail, and I heard from many
of you that you didn't get all the contents. You should have received:

Random Notes No. 19
Table of current postal rates
Ten Wood's study of the 1934-1964 stamps

If you didn't get everything, please let us know, and we will make
good.

Attached, in answer to a request from Reginald Finch, is a reworking
of a popular paper by Wayne Compton, which he has used for some years here
as the basis for a talk on how to distinguish the various printings of
the GOSP, Dam, and Air issues of the 1960's.

Also attached is a translation of an ad by the Directorate General
of Posts offering to buy Saudi Arabian stamps. If we hear what success
they had, we will let you know.

A reminder: lots for the November auction are due in to me by August
15, and this is firm, as I will be leaving on vacation not too long after.
We had a lot of trouble with the last auction because of payment
difficulties, and we will state here and now that the rules must be
followed—you will send money before we release any stamps, regardless of
what rules you may be accustomed to in other auctions. We can't fund this
auction, we simply don't have the money.

The American Philatelic Society has kindly granted permission to
reprint two articles from The American Philatelist for June, 1981. They
contain a lot of useful information and opinion, and I recommend then to
you. They are attached.

The annual show, APEX-11, was held April 29, 1982, in the Auditorium
here in Dhahran. The Assistant Director General of Posts, 'Abd al-Hadi
al-Habshi, came down from Riyadh with Ibrahim Tahtawi, the stamp designer
at the Government Security Press. Also attending was 'Abd al-Karim al-
Dhowaihi, Director General of Posts for the Eastern Province, plus two
other postal officials.

RANDOM NOTES NO. 20
SUMMER 1982
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There were thirteen exhibitors at APEX-11. Four showed stamps and postal
history of Saudi Arabia, and the rest showed a variety of collections
ranging from cricket to "Offbeat Japan". Awards:

Grand Award Jack Wilson, Nejd 1925-1934
First Prizes Warren Latshaw, 19th Century Transatlantic
    Mail
 Bill Pelik, Offbeat Japan
Second Prizes Richard Fagence
  (1) The Channel Islands, 1940-45
  (2) Montenegro 1874-1913
Honorable Mention
 Michael Norman, British Post Office 70p
    and 90p Booklets, 1978
 Albert Silas, Commemoratives of Saudi
    Arabia 1930-1981

The overall quality of the exhibits was very high and would do credit
to a club show anywhere. Thanks to all who participated, and particularly
to the Chaiman, Al Sonntag.

Philatelically yours,

John M. Wilson
Editor

1 July 1982
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ARABIAN PHILATELIC ASSOCIATION

SUMMER, 1982

Random Notes No. 20

1. Our eye was caught by a recent offer made in one of their regular
auction catalogues. They offer at private treaty a collection of Saudi
Arabia, price pounds sterling 8,500. A copy is attached.

2. The new definitives in the small format are starting to appear. We
are told (thanks to Abdul Aziz Said) that the Ka'abah, al-Khafji, and Dome
of the Rock designs will all appear in the new size. How many catalogue
numbers should be set aside?—we don't have any idea. So far, we have the
Holy Ka'abah in the 20ha, 65ha, and 1 Riyal denominations. Watermarks come
left and right, but we haven't seen all possible combinations yet. Also,
two different perforating combs are being used. The first, measuring
13-1/2 all around, is slightly too wide for the stamps, and as a result,
the last perforations in the horizontal rows at the end of each stamp are
too close to the next perforation at the corner, and two holes thus fall
very close together. This comb is stepped horizontally across the sheet.
The other comb is stepped vertically down the sheet, and is perf 14 x
13-1/2, with all perforation holes falling naturally, giving a typical
comb appearance. The first comb looks at first glance like a line
perforator because of the poor corners.

So far, the 20ha is known from both perforators. The 65ha and 1SR are
known only from the perf 14 x 13-1/2. Keep looking!

3. In Random Notes No. 19, we attached an ad from the Superior Stamps
& Coin Company for Saudi Arabian booklets. Dr. Chernee writes from New
Orleans that nine of the nineteen offered have been sold. And I thought
they were overpriced! Prices ranged from $95 to $125, each.

4. Bucking your Editor's understanding of current prices, Herrick Stamp
Company recently offered some commemoratives priced quite reasonably. They
ranged from Scott 208-10 to 773-4 at prices between $0.19 and $1.90 per
set, with only two exceptions:

 249-51 "airmail overprint" $9.00
 671-3  King Faisal  4.50

5. From Linn's Stamp News for May 31, 1982, comes an article describing
the collection of "Postal History of Saudi Arabia 1834 to 1934" put
together by Baron Jakob von Uexkull. It was on display during the month
of June at Stanley Gibbons. This collection was also shown at WIPA '81 in
Vienna, Austria, and won a large gold medal. The listing of rare and unique
items goes on for about two full columns. We should all be so lucky!

6. In Random Notes No. 18, Item No. 10, I speculated from some numbers
supplied by Frank Patterson about quantities printed on the 1960 World
Refugee Year issue. My assumptions were faulty in calculating the total
number of sets issued, so please ignore. The total money was from all
sources, not just Saudi Arabia. The figure of 112,000 sets donated is
correct. Thanks to Frank for pointing this out.
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7. For about two weeks, postal rates for a 10 gram airmail letter to the
United States were reduced from SR1.15 to SR1.10 because of a lack of
stamps of the proper denominations. Does anybody have such a cover? The
use of a SR2 stamp for the double weight rate of SR1.90 has been common
for some time, due to the same cause.

8. Abdul Aziz Said has sent along the 20ha from the Handicapped set of
1981 plus the 15ha from the 50th Anniversary of the K.S.A. with dulled
gum. He also enclosed a 45ha Ka'abah with the watermark so hard to make
out as to be almost missing.

9. David Graham wrote just yesterday about the new stamp album with the
illustrations in full color that he and Elias Kawar have been trying to
put together. His best guess is that it will be ready some time this fall.
The big difficulty was securing copies of all the stamps in mint condition
so as to take the photographs. Don't laugh—I bet you don't have everything
either.

10. In a recent Roger Koerber sale, a copy of Warin was sold for $130,
and another went for 65 pounds in a Harry Hayes auction. I know of one
for sale at $110 if you are interested.

11. Len Thawley quoted the following to me from the Market Notes section
of the Scott Stamp Market Update for April, 1982, regarding Saudi Arabian
stamps:

  "If you can find it, buy it. Oil money has intensified
   demand. Many issues are truly scarce."

12. Bob Jung reports the Faisal 4pi air, watermarked, Scott C74, with
inverted watermark.

13. Abbot Lutz of New York sent me a small clipping from the Ceres
Catalogue showing some of the French revenue stamps overprinted for use
in Jerusalem. They are similar to the "HEDJAZ" overprints that we have
been trying to find out about. Somebody out there must know something.
See Item No. 11 in Random Notes No. 19.

14. Argyll Etkin Ltd, London, has been offering die proofs of the 1952
Railroad set printed on India paper and mounted on sunken card. Price:
425 pounds each. I believe they had about 15 or 20 of them. They also had
a nice crash cover from Mecca in 1974 with various Tourist issue stamps,
marked: "RETRIEVED FROM AIR CRASH ON 20/NOVEMBER 1974 AT NAIROBI", 250
pounds.

15. Attached as Attachment 2 is a cut from Robson Lowe's Zurich Sale of
May 19, 1982, showing the al-'Ula negative cancel on a cover, which also
has a Turkish stamp with a Medina negative cancel. Price: SF25OO. I
suppose that this cover could have gotten out of the mail sack at al-'Ula
and gotten itself cancelled there, but it does stretch credibility a bit.
And why extra postage?
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16. Willie King came up with a copy of L164, l-l/2pi orange King Ali,
black overprint, with both boxes inverted. Jim Kearney says that the boxes
are from the original plate. A most unusual and rare find. Jiddah Type I.

17. In Random Notes No. 17, we enclosed all the listings we knew about
for imperforate and part perforate items. Here are some additions to that
list, just discovered:

Scott No. Description
 201-03
 204
 212
 C7-10, 12, 13, 18

 204, 224, 225,)
  C7-10,       )  In full sheets, both panes,
  C12, C13     )     gutter between

18. Abdul Aziz Said reports that there are four commemorative or at the
holidays, which will mean that one or two will be out in July. I would
guess (Abdul Aziz didn't say) that one will be a Hajj set.

He also reports that the Directorate of Posts will soon move to its
new building in Riyadh. The building will be officially inaugurated in
late October or early November, he says, and the stamps and souvenir
sheets will be issued at that time. We understand that there will be four
stamps and four souvenir sheets.

19. New postal codes (like US zip codes) are being announced for Saudi
Arabia. The process is still under way, and the only numbers given out at
this moment are the ones for Riyadh P.O. boxes--a postal code is allotted
to every 500 P.O. boxes, and the list was given in the newspapers. These
first numbers were preceded by an advertising campaign of announcements
trying to catch the public's eye concerning the new codes. They are doing
a nice job of it.
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ADLET

WANTED: "ILLEGIBLES" TRADERS

Need Scott L135-141a, LJ26-34a listed and unlisted. Have better illegibles
for trade. Send list of what you need and what you have for trade.

J. I. Kearney
c/o Aramco
Box 5060
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
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Attachment No. 1
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Attachment No. 2
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SAUDI ARABIAN DEFINITIVES, 1960-1968

The Arabian Philatelic Association wag formed in 1960, just as the
last of these interesting definitives were coming out, and very early in
the life of the Association came the plaintive cry from the members: "How
do you tell the different printings apart?" For many years now, the
answers were given in a talk by Wayne Compton, which he has tirelessly
repeated year by year for the information and benefit of all our local
members. Recently Reginald Finch wrote, saying: "Some time before I left
Dhahran I seen to remember the club had photocopies available of sheets
showing the best methods of differentiating between the GOSP, Dam, and
Air definitives. Would you consider reprinting them...in the Random
Notes?" Yes, we would, and what follows is a reworking of the original
sheets, which didn't look as though they would print very well.

The Cairo Printings

Printed by the Survey Department of the Egyptian Government, who also
printed the first stamps of the Hejaz in 1916. Two panes of 100 stamps
each, cut apart before sale at post offices. Printed on a thickish paper
without watermark, fluorescing brown (we will duck the technical question
of fluorescence versus luminescence etc., and we mean the color as seen
when the UV light is shone on the paper). The gum is distinctly yellowish
as compared to the other, later printings. The lines of the design are
somewhat softer, and the "P" after the value somewhat narrower, than in
the redrawn issues. Size: 22¼ x 27½ mm. Perf 13.8 x 13.5.

Reprinted from new plates in the same designs in 1963. Plate numbers
are changed to show the new date. The printer is not known. On watermarked
paper fluorescing bright violet-blue, close to white. Same size as before,
and same perforation. The UV light provides a quick sorting method. The
paper is whiter, and the gum is quite white. Also, the paper is thinner,
and the lines of the stamp can be made out from the back.

Dar al-Isfahani Printings

Designs completely redrawn in larger format, 23 x 28½ mm. Perforation
13.3 x 13.1, set wide apart to leave large margins (see cuts). White paper,
fluorescing bright violet-blue, almost white, as before. Also watermarked.
Printed by the private Jiddah firm of printers, Dar al-Isfahani, in 1963.

Thomas De La Rue Printings

In 1964, the British firm of Thomas De La Rue was approached to print
definitives. They responded with a redrawn series for all three designs.
Size: 21-3/4 x 26-3/4 mm. Details are sharper, and some lines have been
removed, leaving a cleaner-looking impression. For example, the car tracks
shown in the Cairo GOSP stamps have been removed by De La Rue. For the
airmails, a more modern aircraft is pictured, a Boeing 720B instead of a
Convair 340.
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The 1964 printings have the Sa'ud cartouche. They are on unwatermarked
paper showing a quadrille laid pattern, not very sharp or distinctive.
The paper is dark brown under UV light, showing no fluorescence. The
perforation is said by Scott to be 14, but is closer to 13-3/4. The comb
was vertical, and was stepped across the sheet horizontally; the comb is
not quite wide enough to cover the entire horizontal width of the stamp,
and so there is a gap that leaves a "wide tooth" at one end of each
horizontal row of perforations (see cut). There are 27 values in each set,
and all were printed by De La Rue; some, however, have never appeared.
The gun is white.

The 1967 printings are on the same paper, and the same perforator was
used. The difference is that the Faisal cartouche was used instead of the
Sa'ud. Again, all 27 values were printed by De La Hue, but not all can be
found.

In 1968, the Faisal cartouche stamps were reprinted in a limited
number of denominations on a watermarked paper. The perforation is almost
the same as before, but the horizontal perforations are spaced slightly
wider, eliminating the "wide tooth" found on the unwatermarked stamps.
The watermark is the second type with lines thinner than the paper,
showing up dark in the watermark detector; the 1963 Cairo printings are
on paper with the first watermark, in which the lines of the design are
thicker and show up whiter in the watermark detector. Under UV light, the
1968 stamps show a medium bright fluorescence, rather white. The gum is
white. The 1968 printings were done in Riyadh on presses set up for the
Saudi Arabian Government, Ministry of Finance, by De La Rue, and for a
short time a man from the London firm was seconded to the Riyadh plant to
help during start-up. The same plates were used for both the 1967 and 1968
printings.

Also in 1968, these definitives were gradually replaced with the new
Tourist Issues.

JMW
22 June 1982

Saudi Arabian Definitives
1960-1968
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1968 Security Press, Riyadh
with De La Rue plates
21¾ x 26¾ mm frame

1967 De La Rue, London
21¾ x 26¾ mm frame

1964 De La Rue, London
21¾ x 26¾ mm frame

1963 Offset Lithography by Dar Al Isfahani, Jiddah
23 x 28½ mm frame - Large margins

1963 Unknown Printer using Cairo plates
22¼ x 27½ mm frame

1960-2 Printed by Survey Dept., Cairo, Egypt
22¼ x 27½ mm frame
Narrow P in value

Saud Cartouche

Saud Cartouche

Saud Cartouche

Saud Cartouche

Faisal Cartouche

Faisal Cartouche

No Watermark. Yellow Gum.
Paper fluoresces brown
Perf 13.8 x 13.5

Watermark 1. White Gum.
Paper fluoresces bright violet-blue
Perf 13.8 x 13.5

Watermark 1. White Gum.
Paper fluoresces bright violet-blue
Perf 13.3 x 13.1

No Watermark. Perf 14 x 13½.
No fluorescence

No Watermark. Perf 14 x 13½.
No fluorescence

Watermark 2. Perf 14 x 13½.
Fluoresces medium

Wadi Hanifa Dam Buqqa GOSP Airplane

Saudi Arabia
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The Watermarks

First Watermark

Used on the 1963 Dar al-Isfahani and Cairo printings on watermarked
paper. The watermark consists of a thickening of the paper, an unusual
way to do this. The lines therefore appear whiter than the rest of the
paper when viewed in a watermark detector. The crossed swords and palm
tree is the official emblem of the Kingdom. This paper is a bit thicker
than that used for the second watermark.

Second Watermark

Used on the 1968 Faisal watermarked stamps. The watermark is an
outline of the crossed swords and palm tree design, and the lines are
thinner than the paper, which is the usual method.

Shetches by Wayne Compton

First Watermark Second Watermark
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PURCHASE OF STAMPS
BY THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF POSTS

The Assistant Director General of Post, 'Abd al-Hadi Ja'far
al-Habashi, has kindly sent me a copy of an announcement originally
published in the official gazette, Umm alQura, issue No. 2916, dated 14
Rajab 1402 (7 May 1982). This announcement offers to buy Saudi Arabian
stamps of all kinds and of all periods. I have had it translated and attach
the full English text.

I am advised that the Directorate General intends to establish
collections in the new main post office buildings in Jiddah, Riyadh, and
Dammam for the benefit of the public. Thus, they are trying to put together
three such collections.

I have retyped the translation, as the translators had difficulty
with the Arabic word "muwashahah" used by the Directorate. The nearest
ordinary translation is something like banded or striated. However, the
word here is used in a technical sense to mean overprinted, and I have so
amended the official translation.

J. M. Wilson
Editor
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Um al-Qura Newspaper

Issue No. 2916, dated 14 Rajab 1402 (7 May 1982)

The Directorate General of Post wishes to purchase the following stamps:

1)  All commemorative stamps used in Saudi Arabia until the end of
1590 AH (1970).

2) All ordinary stamps used in Saudi Arabia.   (definitives)

3) All Government stamps used in Saudi Arabia. (officials)

4) All postage-due stamps used in Saudi Arabia.

S) All overprinted stamps used in Saudi Arabia.

6) All stamps carrying the stamp of a town in Saudi Arabia, until
the end of 1344 AH (1925).               (cancellations)

7) All stamps bearing the words (Postage Paid), either printed or
overprinted.                  (probably the fee paid markings)

Those who have these stamps available may submit them in envelopes sealed
with red wax and addressed to: The Directorate General of Post, Purchasing
Department (postage stamps offer), and enclosing detailed data and a
letter stating the price of the collection submitted. The stamps should
be arranged in accordance with Scott's Catalogue in special albums, and
should be delivered at the Directorate not later than Sunday, 28 Sha'ban
1402 (20 June 1982). The envelopes will be opened at 11 a.m. on the same
day.

Typed by JMW

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Ministry of Telegraph, Post, &

Telephone
Directorate General of Post
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